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Message from the president By Barbara 

MacLennan

Greetings to our clanfolk.

 As summer 2011  wanes,  we look back on a very 

exciting and fulfilling Highland Games season. 

The rainy June did not dampen our spirits or 

thankfully our 1st Highland Games at Georgetown 

on June 11th where our tent was manned by Bob, 

Ray and Lorna and John and Barbara. There was a 

good representation there with about 14 clans.  

On June 25th, although it had rained during the 

night, John and I had the MacLennan Clan tent 

raised, complete with the extra rain cover, early 

that morning for the 48th Cobourg Highland 

Games. In 2013 Cobourg will celebrate the 50th 

anniversary of  their Highland Games and plans 

are under way to make it a special event.

We warmed up in July attending the Embro 

Highland Games on July 1st with Ray and Lorna at 

the tent and we welcomed many visitors. Bob,  

John and I took the tent to Cambridge on one of 

the hottest days in July. We were well looked after 

with attendants regularly offering us water and 

even a tray of snacks. There was a large atten-

dance with 7 clans represented in the avenue of 

the clans.

On July 29 & 30th John and I attended the 

Glengarry Highland Games “Celebrating the Year 

of the Clans”. We enjoyed the Tattoo Friday night 

with the Barra MacNeils as special guest enter-

tainers along with Stan Chapman's Scottish fiddle 

music and Glengarry's own McCullough Highland 

Dancers. The Glengarry pipe bands were celebrat-

ing their 50th anniversary year and were superb. 

Along with Ray & Lorna, Marilyn, David & Ruth we 

were at the MacLennan tent on Saturday. There 

were over 50 clans represented. Our tent was one 

of the 5 tents located in front of the clan barns.  

David MacLennan spoke in the afternoon to the 

clans on the importance of the clan chiefs in 

Scotland and the early immigration of the Scottish 

clans  to strategic locations like Glengarry to 

protect Canada in the event of an invasion.

That evening, following the massed bands finale, 

28 MacLennans attended the MacLennan Clan 

Canada dinner and Ceilidh which had been orga-

nized by Marilyn Lawlor along with her daughters 

and Ray and Lorna MacLennan. Marilyn read  

greetings from our Chief Ruairidh and Ray gave 

grace to begin the meal. The meal, complete with 

haggis was delicious and we were entertained by 

award winning piper, Bailey McDonald who is 

Beverley MacLennan's great niece. She played 

several tunes during the dinner. Our guest speaker 
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was David MacLennan from Ottawa, our clan 

genealogist who inspired us on ways to organize our 

family tree research. He showed us books on family 

trees that Clan members had professionally had 

published and his own collection and how he was 

preserving it. He talked about the importance of 

having documents to validate our research and how 

pictures of gravestones are one way to do that. He 

also spoke about pitfalls to be avoided. David closed 

by saying that MacLennans were all brothers and 

sisters and that he was interested  in making a few 

connections with the local  MacLennans to obtain 

info concerning clansmen and their community 

involvement. We parted with friendships made and 

expectations to meet again.

Our final Highland Games for the 2011 year was at 

Fergus on Aug. 12-14th where Bob and Robin 

represented our clan at the Friday night Tattoo and 

Saturday along with 38 clans in the “Avenue of the 

Clans.” We had a gorgeous cool  Friday evening with 

a full moon while we enjoyed Scottish songs by John 

McDermott, a 5-time Juno nominee and Canadian 

legend. A soloist sang with the accompaniment of 

the Royal Regiment of Canada - the oldest perma-

nently organized band in the Canadian Forces, 

formed in 1863. “The Lighten Ceremony” was 

awesome with the MC explaining the historical 

meaning of the ceremony. Whenever our Scottish 

ancestors moved, their neighbours would each take 

a burning coal  for the hearth of the new family  and 

so this custom was continued by the immigrants. 

The MC also told us the origin of the Tattoo which 

comes from the Flemish  ”doe den tap Toe” or “turn 

off the taps”. In Holland in the 17th century, when 

British troops served in the lowlands, it was the 

custom for a drummer to march through the streets 

beating his drum to warn the troops that it was time 

to leave the taverns and return to their billets for 

the night. The Dutch innkeepers, at the sound of the 

drum would order the  taps turned off, the local last 

call, equivalent to ”time, gentlemen, please”. The 

Tattoo ended with a spectacular display of fire-

works. 

It was very busy for Bob and Robin at the clan tent 

on Saturday with many children coming to get their 

passport stamped! A special visitor to our tent was 

Doug MacLennan from Delta, BC.  Doug was the first 

president of Clan MacLennan Canada.

On Sept.14th we held the AGM meeting at Melanie 

Mclennan's home in Guelph. We are looking into 

another updated way to conduct our executive meet-

ings which would allow a wider representation of Clan 

MacLennan Canada on the executive and cut down on 

the driving.  One of the suggestions is to use the 

conference call route for some of our executive meet-

ings. We welcome your thoughts and experience in this 

regard.  Also Elizabeth our treasurer reports that there 

are a few outstanding dues for the year 2010/11. Our 

next executive meeting will be held at John and Barbara 

MacLennan's home in Kitchener on March 26th/12 

trusting all the winter storms are over by then.

Cheers,

Barbara
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With the emphasis on Clan celebration this year at 

Glengarry, Clan MacLennan was represented well by a 

tent outside the Clan Building.  Ray and Lorna 

McLennan, David MacLennan and John and Barbara 

MacLennan were there to meet and greet any and all 

visitors. David MacLennan gave a 10 minute talk on 

family history in the Clan on Saturday afternoon.

At noon, on a beautiful sunny day, the clan groups were 

gathered and organized for the parade that took place 

just before the official opening (Governor General 

Johnston was the guest of honour).  Twenty-nine Clans 

and three Scottish Societies participated in the parade.  

The parade was led by the Games Service Band.  This 

was the most successful Clan Parade to date at the 

Maxville Games, with several hundred participants.  It 

was also the most successful representation of Clan 

MacLennan at the Maxville Games with twenty 

marchers, led by Ray McLennan and Beverly 

MacLennan as banner carriers. Photos can be seen on 

the Facebook page for Clan MacLennan Canada and 

videos of the games and events are available on 

YouTube. Ray McLennan's videos are under 

glenelgcanada.

As a gesture to all those involved in the organizing and 

supporting the "Year of the Clan", the Organizers had a 

"thank you" reception before the final Massed Bands.  

Ray, Lorna and Marilyn were invited to attend and did 

so.

After the Massed Bands, we welcomed MacLennans 

and their descendants to the first Clan MacLennan 

Canada dinner held in Glengarry.  

The Maxville & District Sports Complex Dining Hall 

was decorated with heather and MacLennan tartan 

banners and flags.  Scottish music from Glengarry, 

Cape Breton, Scotland, and Australia provided a 

welcoming background to the evening.  The excellent 

meal was shared by 26 attendees.

NEWS from the Glengarry Games!

Dear Clansfolk

I understand from Marilyn 

MacLennan Lawlor that 

you will be meeting on the 

evening of the Glengarry 

Highland Games to have a 

small get-together dinner 

and wish to take this 

opportunity to wish you all a relaxing and enjoyable 

evening. I am somewhat jealous and indeed frustrated 

that I am unable to join you at Glengarry this year but 

am determined to make it out soon. Circumstances 

made it difficult to commit to coming out this year but I 

hope that this will change and allow me to visit you 

soon and help celebrate our Clan's history and customs 

at a Glengarry Highland Games soon. I am grateful for 

the work and enthusiasm which is being displayed in 

promoting our Clan at Glengarry as well as further 

afield and thank each of you for your invaluable 

contributions. It is always a very rewarding and 

enjoyable experience to meet fellow Clan members and 

to forge new friendships or to be re-acquainted with 

friends. 

The Clan members in Scotland will be holding a get-

together and dinner near Inverness this coming 

November to formalise a working Committee which will 

primarily take forward our proposals to hold an annual 

Clan Dinner and a Clan Gathering in June 2014. The 

Gathering will most likely be held the weekend after or 

before the proposed Homecoming Event in Stirling 

which is partly to commemorate the 700 anniversary of 

the Battle of Bannockburn. Our own Gathering will 

most likely be held in the Inverness area. As details 

become available, we will circulate these in the hope 

that many of our overseas Clanfolk will make it across 

to Scotland. 

I hope that you all have a great evening and look 

forward to joining you all soon.

Yours aye

Chief Ruairidh 

Address for the Glengarry dinner.

Continued on next page...

   



M. MacLennan Lawlor read greetings from Chief 

Ruairidh.  Ray MacLennan gave grace to begin the 

meal.  After the meal, the dinner guests were treated 

to several piping tunes from Bailey MacDonald 

(grand niece of Beverly MacLennan), an individual 

competitor and member of the Grade 3 Glengarry 

Pipe Band.  After a round of applause, Bailey was 

presented a MacLennan Tartan Brick (created by 

Lorna) in thanks.

Over coffee and tea, David MacLennan, Clan member 

from Ottawa, gave a fascinating and insightful 

presentation sharing his experience researching his 

family history.  He received questions, shared his 

resources and was available for advice following his 

talk.  David was presented with the book "In Search 

of Clan MacLennan", by James MacLennan and 

Malcolm Lobban, and a beautiful MacLennan brick.

 Beverly MacLennan also received one of Lorna's well 

crafted bricks to honour his commitment to the Clan 

and his loyal representation as banner carrier at the 

Glengarry Games over many years.  At the end of the 

evening, Ray also presented Marilyn MacLennan 

Lawlor (and her daughters) bricks, each displaying 

one of the three tartans - Modern, Ancient, and 

Weathered.  

The evening ended with "Return to Kintail" (a song 

written and recorded by Ross MacLennan, son of 

Max & Mary MacLennan of Melbourne, Australia).  

Copy of words to the song were provided for 

everyone.  

The day, including the parade, and the evening 

dinner were enjoyed by all participants.  Special 

recognition for the success of the Clan MacLennan 

activities at the 2011 Glengarry Highland Games, 

should go out to Ray and Lorna MacLennan, whose 

letter writing, emailing, advice and support were 

integral to the organizational process. The Clan 

MacLennan Canada Executive support of these 

initiatives was greatly appreciated.

Marilyn MacLennan Lawlor
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It's renewal time!
Remember to send your membership renewals (due 
August 1st) to our Treasurer Elizabeth Prebble, #203-
477 Elizabeth St., Burlington, ON, L7R 2M3. 
Membership renewals are $10.00/year and new 
member packages are $20.00. Cheques are to be made 
payable to Clan MacLennan Canada.
While you're at it, don't forget to send in any changes to 
your address, email or phone numbers so we can 
update our 2012 directory.

Mailout supplies, stamps, etc. 
Maxville Complex hall 

Caterer - 30 x 13 .. 00 

Flowers 

Gratuity (58.50 + 1.50) 
Less - Missed lasagna 

Tickets sold - 28 x 20.00 

Clan Donation - Hall rent 
Mailout postage 
Shortfall 

390.00 
60.00 

- 20.00 

100.00 
36.67 
53.97 

190.64 

157.36 
100.00 

430.00 
63.28 

750.64 
560.00 
190.64 

Receipts 
Bank Balance August 1, 2010 
Members Dues - 2009 -10 

2010 -11 
2011-12 
2012 - 13 

Clan Sales - 2010 
2011 

Water bottles 110.00 
Post-10.00-9.37 

Fergus Dinner Draw - 2010 
Donation 

Cashed in G.I.C. 
G.I. C. Interest 
Bank Interest 

Disbursements 

50.00 
350.00 
250.00 

30.00 

168.50 
178.50 

110.63 

43.00 
1.69 

Newsletters, Directory, New Member kits 
Copy 463.60 
Postage 107.44 
Envelopes, Labels, etc 42.78 

.Fergus Ave, of Clans 
Clan MacLennan mugs 

Glengarry Dinner & Ceilidh 
Bank Service charges 
U.S. exchange 
Bank Balance Sept. 12,2011 
Royal Bank G.I.C. 
Branch Total 

680.00 

457.63 

65.00 
10.00 

2,000.00 

44.69 

613.82 

68.00 
180.00 

190.64 
7.50 

2,155.15 

3,257.32 
5,412.47 

1,061.47 
4,351.00 
1,000.00 
5,351.00

.63

1.51

Clan MacLennan Canada
Statement of Receipts and Disbursements 
August 1, 2010 - September 12, 2011

Clan MacLennan Canada
Glengarry Dinner and Ceilidh

Owing 2010-11 7 
Paid 2010-11 21 

2011-12 32 
2012-13 3 

Clan MacLennan Canada
Membership

FINANCIALS
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we can find together in one place.  We would like some 

(careful) volunteers to help with the challenge to fit this Researching our roots
jigsaw together!

New Clan database – help needed!
As well as family trees, the system has the capacity to 

From Bruce MacLennan, Webmaster International Clan Site hold and retrieve photos and documents.  This “Reposi-

Genealogy is an appealing hobby for many people these tory” will provide a further resource for Clan research.  

days.  A lot of information can now be found on-line Several authors have offered their MacLennan history 

without needing to travel to Scotland.  The worldwide books to be available through the site.  Photos and other 

Clan website (www.clanmaclennan-worldwide.com) is documents will be searchable.  We invite you to send in 

now undertaking an exciting project to further help us Family History Stories for this Repository!

find our ancestors –“MacLennan Family-sharing”. We are now in the process of carefully converting 

For many years James McLennan (known as “Jimmy Fiona's data onto an internet database – doing more 

Glasgow”) and Donald MacLennan of Dingwall (known checking as we go.  Later next year it should be avail-

as “Donnie Dingwall”) worked tirelessly looking for able to members of Clan Associations in different parts 

every shed of information they could find about of the world.

Mc/MacLennans in Scotland.  Fiona MacLennan The project has the support of our Chief and Clan 
(married name Downie) has had access to Jimmy's Associations elsewhere.  Chief Ruairidh told Bruce he 
records before and since his death in 2005 and has gets many enquires about family history.  The new on-
extended his work.  Fiona had assembled about 20,000 line facility will provide a good reason for 
Mc/MacLennans onto a file of her design – many years Mc/MacLennans to join one of the Clan Associations.
of painstaking work.  Hamish MacLennan (of Kiltarlity) 

The base information is from Scotland and will be built had the care of Donnie Dingwall's diskettes.  Hamish 
out to the many parts of the world where recently gave these files to webmaster Bruce McLennan 
Mc/MacLennans migrated.  Clan members in other for this new project.  We are grateful to all of them for 
countries have offered to help with entering and cross-the years of work they have contributed to Clan 
checking.research.

All this is a big job.The MacLennan Family-sharing database will concen-

trate on Mc/MacLennans and their spouses and Our immediate task is to enter (and cross-check) the 
children born before 1900 – we have to draw the line base data and make the links between spouses and 
somewhere! their children.  I invite you to volunteer to help with this 

rewarding work.  We would seriously like you to The base data is especially strong on a number of 
become involved - please contact Bruce by email on sources not readily available elsewhere.  For example, 
famhist(at)clanmaclennan-worldwide.com.Poor Law Applications from the 1800s, have been 

trawled by Jimmy and Fiona to provide invaluable 

insights into the circumstances of “applicants” and the 

names and circumstances of their parents and siblings – 

a rich source for research!  Jimmy and Fiona also have 

also trawled many newspaper entries, wills and estate 

records, ship's manifests etc looking for items about 

Mc/MacLennans.  Information from these sources is 

being included in the “notes” associated with the 

relevant people.

Of course, at first, not all Mc/MacLennans in the new 

on-line resource will be connected up - there will be 

large numbers of (separate) “trees” in the database.  

Hopefully, however, in time, we will be able to identify 

where at least some of the trees join.  This will be a 

logical outcome of bringing as many Mc/MacLennans as 

Welcome  New Members

Terence Clarke 20 Sophia Cres. Dartmouth, 

N.S. B2W 6C9 email: 

Sharon Kashuba 1063 Bearspaw Drive 

West, NW Edmonton, AB T6J 5W3 email: 

terence.clark@forces.gc.ca

sharon.kashuba@telus.net
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News from our Chief
Dear Clansfolk,
There seems to be a common theme to writing my messages for the 
Clan newsletter as I once again find myself on 
the train between Inverness and Edinburgh, 
watching the world go by and hoping that the 
beautiful scenery will inspire me to write and 
to recall the events of the past few months. 
The Autumn colours make for wonderful 
views across the heather clad hills and native 
woodlands heading south from Inverness. 
Whilst this signifies the rapidly approaching 
winter weather and long dark nights, it is 
none-the-less a beautiful time to travel 
through the Highlands. The weather 
forecasters seem to be full of warnings of more 
severe winter weather this year so time will 
tell if they are correct. From a purely selfish point-of- view, my 
continued interest in landscape photography which is progressing 
slowly but surely, will undoubtedly benefit from some good snow 
falls and cold frosty landscapes. The thought of having to heat the 
house in order to survive over the winter is only a minor factor in 
the equation!

It has been a relatively busy summer, a number of weddings, 
funerals, piping events, Highland Games, Clan visitors, hill walking / 
DIY trips to the West Coast and an endless stream of sport and 
social events to keep me busy. Work has been quieter this year than 
previous years, a common theme throughout the property sector 
and one which looks set to continue for the next while. I have still 
managed to get out of the office for property inspections with a 
couple of trips to the Western Isles over the summer months, this 
time armed with my SLR camera which proved fruitful on a few 
occasions. I have started to upload some of my photographs onto 
Flickr as well as my facebook page. The Flickr link for those 
wanting to be inspired by some Highland Scenes is 

 It is still very much 
“work in progress”.

I spent a number of my weekends over the summer up at our little 
“bothy” near Shieldaig, carrying out repairs and extending the 
building so that it becomes more fit for purpose. My DIY skills have 
therefore steadily improved and I have had some wonderful trips 
up there combining DIY projects with endless hill walking and 
photography. I have created a photo album named “Ronnie’s Beach” 
within my facebook profile which I shall eventually load onto my 
flickr site of photos taken in the bay where the bothy is located. The 
bay is called Bail-a-Mhinister which is gaelic for “Bay of the 
Minister” presumably because that is where the Minister once lived. 
However, the locals all know and refer to it as “Ronnie’s Beach” in 
reference to my father who built the bothy there sometime around 
1963.

Kirsteen, James, Charles and George are all well. James has recently 
sold his company Moray Seafoods and is in the process of setting up 
a new company which will focus more on exporting seafood 
overseas and internet sales. As Moray Seafoods has been a family 
business for a number of decades, it has been an emotional and 
turbulent time for them both, added to by Kirsteen’s recent return 
to long-haul flying after her maternity leave. However, they are on 
good form and are gearing up for James' 40th birthday party next 
month followed by a holiday to Bermuda over the Christmas and 
New Year period. Lorna and Robin have been busy doing what they 
do best, socialising and holidaying to an array of overseas locations, 
the most recent being Corfu earlier this month.

www.flickr.com/photos/ruairidhmaclennan/

Following the Edinburgh Gathering in 2009, there has been continued 
interest from a number of Scottish Clansfolk to hold an annual Clan 
get-together and dinner with a view to then organizing another 
Gathering in 2014. Alistair MacLennan has been working on this and 
has been in contact with Clansfolk via various mediums to gauge 
support for a Gathering in 2014 as well as to get ideas as to the type of 
event people would like to see happening in Scotland. There has been 
a lot of interest from Clanfolk both in Scotland and further afield 
which is promising. A group of us will be meeting in Dores on Saturday 
19th November to discuss how best to progress both an annual event 
and to form a working party to start preparations for a Clan Gathering 
in 2014, most likely to be held in the Highlands either a week before 
or week after the proposed Homecoming 2014 event being proposed 
in Stirling to mark the anniversary of the Battle of Bannockburn 
(1314). The meeting is intended to be informal followed by a meal in 
the Dores Inn on the banks of Loch Ness. 

We will keep you updated with progress on both proposed annual 
events and the 2014 Gathering in due course. In the meantime, if 
anyone wishes to come along on the 19th November or to get involved 
at a later date, please get in touch with Alistair 

) or myself 
) 

There has been great progress over the past few months in the 
formation of a Worldwide MacLennan database which will be available 
in due course on the Clan Web site for our members. This project has 
been driven with great enthusiasm and hard work by Bruce McLennan 
from Sydney. Bruce was in Scotland a few months ago during which 
time he met Fiona MacLennan, Hamish MacLennan and myself 
amongst others with a view to collating information and ideas in order 
to take forward this genealogical database with a view to everyone’s 
information and research being incorporated into one very powerful 
and worthwhile database. It will require considerable work and will 
continue to grow and hopefully benefit many of our current and future 
members. I am aware that there 
are many people from each of our 
Clan Associations who are putting 
a lot of time and effort into 
assisting Bruce with this with a 
constant flow of electronic traffic 
buzzing around the world. We are 
indebted to each of these people 
for their endless enthusiasm.

Yours aye

Chief Ruairidh

(firybits@blueyonder.co.uk
(chief@clanmaclennanworld-wide.com

Alistair MacLennan (Scotland) has sent this update to plans for 
the 2014 Gathering:

A committee has been formed this past November at Dores, to begin 
advance planning in Scotland for future events. It includes Alistair as 
chairperson, and volunteers Jane Krieger, Elaine MacLennan, Fiona 
MacLennan, Stephen MacLennan, Morag Anderson, Ruairidh 
MacLennan, & Kirsteen Eckersley making up the other committee 
members. It was agreed to have a party/ceilidh/barbecue next 
summer in Fochabers, Moray, to coincide with Speyfest for any 
MacLennan who wishes to come along. It was also agreed in principle 
that we have a clan gathering in 2014 to coincide with Bannockburn 
700th celebrations. Anybody who would like to assist us from 
Canada, USA, Australia via e-mail or organizing things from your end 
please get in contact with Alistair, either on facebook (Clan 
MacLennan or Clan MacLennan pages) or at email Alistair at 

.firybits@blueyonder.co.uk


